
SkateScience

You can keep yourself from falling by spreading your feet 
wide apart, and staying low to the ground.  This is how 
skateboarders stay balanced. They crouch down so their 
center of gravity is low, and they spread their legs out on the 
board, so they can lean over without falling.

If you've ever made a tower by stacking things on top of one 
another, you know all about Center of Gravity! When you start 
with the first piece, the Center of Gravity is really low to the 
ground and it's hard to push the tower over. But as you stack 
more and more things, the Center of Gravity becomes higher and 
higher up. It's easy to move the Center of Gravity away from the 
base -- just a small tap will do it! Then the whole tower topples 
over!over!

Falling over is all about your center. You’ve got lots of parts all 
over the place (your head, feet, arms, etc...). When you stand 
straight, the center of all of that stuff ends up near your belly 
button. Gravity pulls you down evenly on all sides of that spot. 
Scientists call it your Center of Gravity. If you keep your Center 
of Gravity over your feet, your feet can hold you up from all 
around your center, and you won’t fall over. As soon as your 
center isn’t over your feet, you fall over!center isn’t over your feet, you fall over!

Now that you're protected, it's time to hop on the skateboard. But don’t fall over!

Stay Balanced!

Helmets work just like this. If you fall over with a helmet on, the impact is spread 
out all over your head. Also, the impact takes longer, as the foam in the helmet 
gets squished and slowly passes the force to your head. It doesn’t stop the bump, 
but it spreads it out over a longer time.

It’s like trying to hold up a big rock. If a few people do it, it’s really hard! But if you 
get a bunch of people to help it’s much easier.

because the push is spread out more. Each little piece of your hand pushes less
on each part of your head. It all adds up to the same push, even though there’s 
only a little bit at each part.

Try this! Press your forehead as hard as you can with one finger. Now press with 
your whole hand. Which one do you feel more?

It probably felt gentler with your whole hand. This is 

We’ve all been told, “Wear a helmet, it will protect your 
head.” But how does a helmet work? 

Gear Up!
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An ollie is when a skateboarder jumps up into the air without a ramp. How do they get up into the air? 
It's all about center of mass! 

Ollie!

This works for everything, not just people. Did you get a Balancing 
Bird?  It uses all of these ideas put together.  It balances and 
spins on one spot.  Can you figure out where its center is? Try 
spinning it around its tail, or its wing. Also try spinning it in the air - 
does it always spin around the same point?

If you find the center of all of your stuff - of all of your mass - it’s in 
the same spot as your center of gravity.  You use the same spot for 
both balancing and spinning!  When you spin, you spin around your 
center of mass unless something is pushing you. When someome 
is in the air, like a skateboarder, nothing is pushing on her. So she 
spins about her center of mass!

Stateboarding goes way beyond balance: it’s about tricks!  Your center is about more than just falling 
over. It's about spinning, stopping and tricks, too! But wait, those aren’t about gravity - they’re about 
mass!  Mass measures how hard it is to change how something is moving, or how much stuff 
something is made of. 

What About Tricks?

Start by bending your 
knees. This will let you 
spring your center of 
mass upwards!

Kick the tail of the board 
down, popping the 
board’s center of mass 
upwards.

As you rise, slide your 
front foot forwards across 
the deck, leveling it out. 
This is rotating it about its 
center of mass, so you’re 
now in the air!

Extend your legs as you 
drop. Land level, with your 
feet over the bolts and 
your center of mass 
between them. You’ll stay 
balanced this way!


